The Chankas and the Priest
A Tale of Murder and Exile in Highland Peru
Sabine Hyland

“This marvelous microhistory brings to life the world of the Andean villagers of Pampachiri as they fall under the ruthless exploitation of a sadistic priest. Beginning with a series of events in this small village during the late sixteenth century, Sabine Hyland weaves a vivid story of the foundations and persistence of Chanka ethnicity, the role of the church and its clergy, and the nature of Spanish colonialism. In so doing, she provides a more balanced evaluation of the construction of a new social order.”
—Noble David Cook, author of People of the Volcano

“In this gripping, excitingly narrated history, Sabine Hyland tells the story of a Spanish priest who for a decade abused and bedeviled his parishioners—the Chankas of the village of Pampachiri, in the high Andes of southern Peru. From her extensive research in archives in Spain and Peru, Hyland breathes life into sixteenth- and seventeenth-century documents, producing a remarkable story of priestly depravity met by the staunch resistance of Andean villagers. This is a groundbreaking microhistory of the highest order, deeply informing our understanding of people and events in a remote corner of the colonial Andean world.”
—Gary Urton, author of Inca Myths

“Four hundred years ago, the psychopathic curate Juan Bautista de Albadán afflicted a whole Quechua town with sexual and financial abuse. Do colonial situations give psychopathy special scope and power? In finding Albadán’s family letters, Sabine Hyland opens a new perspective on trauma and survival among early modern communities.”
—Frank Salomon, author of The Lettered Mountain
Only the Road / Solo el Camino
Eight Decades of Cuban Poetry
MARGARET RANDALL, editor and translator
paper, $28.95

“Margaret Randall’s . . . voice as a translator is impeccable, close up and audible and open to all sides of what has been a long and complicated history. . . . As a work for the understanding of what has happened so near to us and so far away, Only the Road is a book not only for the here and now but also for the ages.”
—Jerome Rothenberg

Third World Studies
Theorizing Liberation
GARY Y. OKIHIRO
5 photographs, paper, $23.95

“A bracing account of the phantom Third World studies, the field that never was. Gary Y. Okihiro has had his feet planted firmly in the fields of ethnic studies and global studies, two fields that would have been part of Third World studies, making him well-positioned to write this book.”
—Vijay Prashad
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New Countries
Capitalism, Revolutions, and Nations in the Americas, 1750-1870
JOHN TUTINO, editor
34 illustrations, paper, $28.95

“This wonderful anthology offers something more important than the sum of each of its stellar essays. New Countries reestablishes the coherence (even as it recognizes the diversity) of early nineteenth-century movements in Mexico and Central and South America.”
—Greg Grandin

Now Peru Is Mine
The Life and Times of a Campesino Activist
MANUEL LLAMOJHA MITMA and JAYMIE PATRICIA HEILMAN
Narrating Native Histories
24 illustrations, paper, $23.95

“Now Peru Is Mine makes a brilliantly original contribution to the study of twentieth-century Peru. Illuminating Manuel Llamojha Mitma’s compelling and tragic life, as well as his contribution to peasant politics, it provides insight into Peruvian politics, the politics of the Cold War, and the Sino-Soviet split as well. This is a wonderful book.”
—Paulo Drinot
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